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Abstract
The mapping of an electronic state on a real-space support lattice may offer advantages over a
basis set ansatz in cases where there are linear dependences due to basis set overcompleteness or
when strong internal or external fields are present. Such discretization methods are also of interest
because they allow for the convenient numerical integration of matrix elements of local operators.
We have developed a pseudo-spectral approach to the numerical solution of the time-dependent
and time-independent Schrödinger equations describing electronic motion in atoms and atomic ions
in terms of a spherical coordinate system. A key feature of this scheme is the construction of a
Variational Basis Representation (VBR) for the non-local component and of a Generalized Finite
Basis Representation (GFBR) for the local component of the electronic Hamiltonian operator.
Radial Hamiltonian eigenfunctions χnl;β(r) of the H atom-like system and spherical harmonics
form the basis set. Two special cases of this approach are explored: In one case, the functions of
the field-free H atom are used as the elements of the basis set, and in the second case, each radial
basis function has been obtained by variationally optimizing a shielding parameter β to yield a
minimum energy for a particular eigenstate of the H atom in a uniform magnetic field.
We derive a new quadrature rule of nearly Gaussian accuracy for the computation of matrix
elements of local operators between radial basis functions and perform numerical evaluation of
local operator matrix elements involving spherical harmonics. With this combination of radial and
angular quadrature prescriptions we ensure to a good approximation the discrete orthogonality
of Hamiltonian eigenfunctions of H atom-like systems for summation over the grid points. We
further show that sets of χnl;β(r) functions are linearly independent, whereas sets of the polar-
angle-dependent components of the spherical harmonics, i.e., the associated Legendre functions,
are not and provide a physical interpretation of this mathematical observation.
The pseudo-spectral approach presented here is applied to two model systems: the field-free H
atom and the H atom in a uniform magnetic field. The results demonstrate the potential of this
method for the description of challenging systems such as highly charged atomic ions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Grid-based methods are commonly employed for the solution of both the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation (TDSE) as well as the time-independent Schrödinger equation (TISE)
that describes the nuclear dynamics of a molecule [1]. This is because grid-based methods
have several attractive features for the numerical calculation of wave functions or probability
densities compared to conventional basis set methods: (i) Whereas spectral methods are
usually the most accurate option for solving partial differential equations due to their global
nature, this is no longer the case if the functions to be approximated have sharp gradients
or discontinuities (Gibbs phenomenon) [2, 3]. In the context of electronic structure theory,
the presence of time-dependent or time-independent strong internal or external fields may
induce phenomena in the state solutions analogous to shock waves in fluid mechanics, thus
by analogy suggesting the benefits of grid-based methods compared to spectral methods [4].
(ii) In electronic structure theory, standard basis functions (Gaussian- or Slater-type atomic
orbitals, GTOs or STOs) converge asymptotically to zero (if the respective nucleus is defined
as the origin). However, they are non-local and non-orthogonal, which means that global
linear dependences of the basis functions may arise [5, 6]. This linear-dependence problem,
which occurs for large basis sets containing diffuse functions, is due to overcompleteness of
the basis [7, 8] and may lead to numerical instabilities. Real-space lattice methods in contrast
use localized and orthogonal basis functions, thus avoiding global linear dependences [5].
Furthermore, grid points used for describing potential energy (PE) surfaces for a reaction
involving two or more partners can be distributed over the complete computational cell.
This makes it possible to avoid Basis-Set Superposition Errors (BSSEs) which otherwise
occur in calculations employing incomplete, atom-centered basis functions [9–12]. (iii) The
last aspect is of a technical nature and is to a large part responsible for the interest in
grid-based methods for quantum nuclear dynamics but is also of relevance to electronic
structure calculations: the avoidance of deriving exact integral solutions for the evaluation of
matrix elements of local operators and the option to relinquish the construction of analytical
expressions for local operators.
We discuss these differences between grid-based and spectral methods in more detail in
the Appendix, where we in particular highlight situations in which these differences favor
grid-based methods and where they will outperform methods based on traditional basis sets.
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Of all problems in electronic structure theory, only the energy spectrum of the H atom
and of the H+2 ion, the energy levels of a harmonic oscillator giving the spectrum of a
free electron in a uniform magnetic field (Landau levels), and the H atom in an external
electric field had until 1996 been solved exactly. The H atom in a uniform magnetic field
thus remained as one of the prominent unsolved problems in “elementary” non-relativistic
quantum mechanics [13], and has for this reason attracted significant attention [14–20].
Relativistic effects on this model system have also been considered [21].
Kravchenko et al. published in 1996 an exact solution to the Schrödinger equation of a
hydrogen atom in a uniform magnetic field [13, 22, 23]. The solution was expressed in the
form of a power series in the radial variable, and with expansion coefficients being polyno-
mials of the sine of the polar angle. However, this solution is computationally challenging in
the case of strong magnetic fields and large atomic radii, such as those relevant to excited
states, due to the oscillating behaviour of the power series. Rutkowski and Poszwa later
proposed an asymptotic solution in terms of a modified power series that allowed for a more
efficient computation of excited states in intense magnetic fields [24]. Although an exact
solution to the ‘H atom in a uniform magnetic field’ problem has now been provided, meth-
ods for an approximate description of the wave functions are still of interest, both because
they may lead to an improved understanding of this system and because this could provide
a computationally efficient route to more complex systems.
A first step in this direction was taken already in 1984 by Gallas, who, based on a study
of Rydberg atoms in magnetic fields [25], introduced an elegant spectral approach using a
minimal basis set [26]. Employing spherical coordinates r, θ and φ, the minimal basis set is
constructed from modified eigenfunctions σnlm;β(r, θ, φ) of the Hamiltonian of the field-free H
atom, i.e., the basis functions are derived by replacing the atomic number 1 by a variational
parameter β in the TISE for the H atom-like system. β is thus defined by minimizing the
energy Enlm(β) of the H atom in a uniform magnetic field. The value of β depends on the
magnetic field strength (parameter γ) as well as on the quantum numbers n, l and m of each
individual state.
The average values of observables presented in Ref. [26] have been obtained by exclusively
varying β. The procedure uses the fact that the eigenstates σnlm;β(r, θ, φ) of the H atom-
like system with a β-parameterized PE term are approximate solutions to the TISE for
the H atom in a uniform magnetic field that can be directly utilized for the calculation of
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expectation values of operators. This means that a particular wave function is not expanded
in terms of a comprehensive {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis set, rather the ansatz defines only one
basis function per state.
The key idea behind a spectral variational calculation in electronic structure theory is
commonly that a physically meaningful wave function for a particular system can be ob-
tained by linear combination of rather unspecific, general basis functions. Ref. [26] pursues
an alternative route: instead of varying the coefficients of an expansion in terms of an off-
the-shelf basis set, a single basis function is variationally adapted to a selected state, i.e., the
expectation values are determined as elements of one-dimensional Hamiltonian ‘matrices’.
Even though the optimized basis functions are only approximations to the true eigenfunc-
tions, the Enlm(β) values can be considered as upper bounds for the energy levels of the
system. Ref. [26] shows that the results obtained with this computationally efficient method
are quite accurate.
In the present study we also employ the {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis set for the spectral rep-
resentation of the ‘H atom in a uniform magnetic field’ Hamiltonian operator Ĥγ(r, θ, φ)
(vide infra). However, we construct a full matrix representation for the variational solution
of the TISE. In addition, we implement a hybrid concept which relies on the expansion of
the wave function in terms of σnlm;β(r, θ, φ) functions for building a matrix representation of
the non-local component of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ), whereas a Generalized Finite Basis Representation
(GFBR) [27] is constructed for the local component. Even though the parameter β is used
for deriving the basis functions, this pseudo-spectral approach to solving the TISE, which
involves the definition of a new radial quadrature rule, is non-variational and our goal is to
demonstrate its accuracy.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In Sec. II the Hamiltonian Ĥγ(r, θ, φ)
is defined, Sec. III outlines fundamental aspects of matrix representations of operators like
Discrete Variable Representation (DVR) [1, 28–30] and GFBR. Sec. IV describes the evalu-
ation of the corresponding matrix elements. Computational results for the field-free H atom
and the H atom in a uniform magnetic field are discussed in Secs. V A and V B, respectively.
Finally, some concluding remarks and perspectives are given in Sec. VI.
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II. DEFINITION OF THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN
Neglecting spin as well as relativistic effects and considering only the z component of the
magnetic field B in the Coulomb gauge A(r) = 1
2
B×r, we obtain the following Hamiltonian
for a H atom in a uniform magnetic field [19]:






Ĥβ(r, θ, φ) := − h̄
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h̄ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π, e the electron charge, ε0 the electric permittivity, γ (:=
B/B0) the magnetic field strength in atomic units of B0 := 2.35× 1015 T, while mN and me
are the masses of the atomic nucleus and of the electron, respectively. The symbol for the
reduced mass of electron and nucleus is μ. Note that Refs. [13, 26] use the approximation
μ ≈ me in the definition of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ). The operators L̂z(φ) and Ĥβ(r, θ, φ) can be identified
with the z component of the azimuthal angular momentum and with the Hamiltonian of





r2(sin(θ))2 correspond to the conventional electronic Zeeman term [19, 31] and to | A(r) |2,
respectively. V̂H(r) is the PE term of the field-free H atom Hamiltonian, i.e., of the operator
Ĥβ(r, θ, φ) with mN = mproton and β = 1.
It may appear inconsistent to use the definition of Ĥβ=1(r, θ, φ) in Def. 2.1 since γ =
0 implies β = 1. However, the operator Ĥβ(r, θ, φ) (Def. 2.2) in combination with β = 1
is exclusively used for the computation of the {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis set. The parameter β
does not play any role in the description of the physical system itself, as the magnetic field
strength is exclusively quantified by γ in the definition of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ).
If we relinquish the symbols Ĥβ=1(r, θ, φ), L̂z(φ) and ∇̂, the Hamiltonian in Def. 2.1 reads
in full form [13]:
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We partition the Hamiltonian according to local (Ĥloc) and non-local, or global, (Ĥglo)
components:








































where T̂H(r, θ, φ) (with mN = mproton) is the kinetic energy term of Ĥβ(r, θ, φ), and L̂2(θ, φ)
represents the square of the orbital angular momentum operator.
The separation of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ) into Ĥglo and Ĥloc is important for the pseudo-spectral ap-
proach described in this study: Operators such as Ĥloc that are local in coordinate space
can be represented on a real-space grid, i.e., in terms of infinitely localized basis functions,
whereas a basis set of globally defined and differentiable functions is required for the repre-
sentation of non-local operators such as Ĥglo.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HAMILTONIAN MATRIX: VBR, DVR, FBR
AND GFBR
A. Definition of VBR
It is useful for the following discussion to differentiate between operator representations
based on whether the matrix elements can be evaluated exactly or only approximately. A
Variational Basis Representation (VBR) [1, 28, 30] denotes an exact matrix representation
of an operator Ô(x) in terms of a set of VBRN basis functions ({κm(x)}), where the matrix
elements are defined as Omn := 〈κm(x)|Ô(x)|κn(x)〉. The name VBR derives from the fact
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that the eigenvalues ω
(VBRN)
k of a
VBRN function representation of Ô(x) fulfill the condition
ω
(VBRN)
k ≥ ωk, ωk being the true eigenvalues of Ô(x).
In the present study the variational principle is actually applied twice in the calculation
of eigenvalues of the VBR matrix of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ) constructed from the set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)}:
(i) each basis function is optimized to approximate an eigenstate of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ) by varying
the parameter β as described in Ref. [26], and (ii) each eigenfunction of the VBR matrix
of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ) is a linear expansion in terms of the set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} with variationally
determined expansion coefficients.
B. Definition of DVR
The already mentioned DVR corresponds to a representation in terms of VBRN basis
functions which are infinitely localized at the grid points [30]. In the DVR, the diagonal
elements of a local operator matrix are obtained by evaluation of the operator at the VBRN
grid points, the off-diagonal elements being zero.
C. Definitions of FBR and GFBR as well as relations to the DVR
The GFBR and its special variant, the Finite Basis Representation (FBR), of Ô(x) are
approximations to the VBR in the sense that the matrix elements are not evaluated ex-
actly but are rather computed numerically by employing a common quadrature rule for all
integrals. Compared to the VBR, this allows for a straightforward representation of local
operators: to construct a FBR or GFBR of such an operator, it suffices to determine the
values of a local operator at the grid points. In contrast, to obtain a VBR of a local opera-
tor, the dependence of the operator on the spatial coordinates must be known globally. In




FBR or GFBR matrix of operator Ô(x) are not variational unless an exact quadrature result
is used for all matrix elements.
The DVR and FBR matrices are unitarily equivalent [1, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33] and the
quadrature rule employed for the calculation of the FBR approximation to the elements of
the VBR matrix of a local operator defines the unitary transformation of the, in general,
non-diagonal FBR matrix into the diagonal DVR matrix. The equivalence between the DVR
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and FBR implies that the number of VBR basis functions VBRN must be identical to the
number of DVR grid points.
In the GFBR framework, we only request that one common quadrature rule based on
GFBRN grid points is applied to the evaluation of the GFBR matrix elements of a local
operator, but we generally do not impose any restriction on GFBRN , and GFBRN may there-
fore differ from VBRN [27]. The use of this common quadrature rule for the construction of
a diagonal DVR matrix representation of a local operator via a unitary transformation is,
however, only possible if GFBRN = VBRN .
The implementation of a quadrature rule in which GFBRN = VBRN will eliminate the
option to unitarily transform the Hamiltonian matrix from the GFBR into the DVR. Nev-
ertheless, this is not expected to significantly impair the computational performance when
solving the TISE, as the Hamiltonian matrix is in general non-diagonal also in the DVR due
to the contribution of matrix representations of non-local operators. The main advantage of
pseudo-spectral methods, i.e. the construction of matrix representations of local operators
via direct evaluation at the grid points, can therefore also be realized and applied even if
GFBRN = VBRN .
D. Definitions of VBR and GFBR Hamiltonian matrices
For the solution of the TISE for the ‘H atom in a uniform magnetic field’ system, we will







H1 here corresponds to the VBR or spectral representation of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ), H2 to a pseudo-
spectral representation, the GFBR.
We note that in the case of H2, even though it is described as a GFBR representation, it is
composed of both a VBR and a GFBR component, since it is not possible to represent non-
local operators in terms of infinitely localized basis functions as required for the construction
of a DVR, FBR or of a GFBR [30].
The eigenvalues of H1 and H2 are always variational and normally non-variational, re-
spectively. Again, eigenvalues of H2 can become variational if the quadrature approximation
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of all elements of GFBRHloc yields exact solutions.
Interestingly, the case GFBRHloc = VBRHloc provides two related, but conceptually differ-
ent reasons for the non-variational nature of the eigenvalues ω̃
(VBRN)
k of H2: in addition to
the numerical quadrature error, which is responsible for non-variational eigenvalues of the
component GFBRHloc, it also reflects the inconsistency in the basis set representation of the
operators Ĥglo and Ĥloc.
In practice, the scenario GFBRN >VBR N is very common since a dense quadrature lattice
may be needed to reach a convergence of the approximation GFBRHloc to
VBRHloc. The value
of VBRN required to obtain converged eigenvalues of H1 is typically much smaller than the
critical limit of GFBRN . The dimension of H1 required for the accurate computation of
the energy spectrum of interest also applies to H2. This means that it is usually not a
reasonable option to increase VBRN until the condition GFBRN = VBRN is met in order
to be able to unitarily transform H2 into the DVR. As mentioned above, there is also no
significant advantage in solving the TISE in the DVR as compared to directly diagonalizing
H2.
IV. EVALUATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS
A. Definition of basis functions
We assume that the basis functions σnlm;β(r, θ, φ) := χnl;β(r) Y
m
l (θ, φ) are the usual
normalized eigensolutions of the Hamiltonian Ĥβ(r, θ, φ) (Def. 2.2) with a variationally de-
termined parameter β and mN = mproton [26].
As compared to the eigenstates of the field-free H atom, the set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} differs




























and L2l+1n−l−1(x) are generalized Laguerre polynomials.
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Orthonormal eigenfunctions of L̂2(θ, φ) are the spherical harmonics:
Y ml (θ, φ) := ζlm(θ) νm(φ) , (4.3)









(2l + 1)(l −m)!
4π(l + m)!
(−1)m Pml (cos(θ)) . (4.5)
Note that the components Pml (cos(θ)) do not include the Condon-Shortley phase factor
(−1)m. The symbol Pml (x) represents generally an associated Legendre function of the first
kind.
Because we employ a VBR product basis set defined in terms of eigenfunctions of a H
atom-like system, the dimensions of the radial and of the two angular basis set components
are determined by n. The size Nr of the radial basis set {χnl;β(r)} depends on n because of
the coupling to the angular degrees of freedom. The possible values for the index l imply
that the values n = 1, 2, 3, . . . lead to Nr = 1, 3, 6, . . . etc.. Nr can also be identified with
the number of radial grid points rk in the GFBR (cf. Sec. IV D 1).
The angular VBR basis dimensions VBRNθ and
VBRNφ for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . are in an
analogous manner given by VBRNθ = 1, 4, 9, . . . and
VBRNφ = 1, 3, 5, . . . , respectively. As
will be outlined in Sec. IV D 3, the GFBR grid sizes GFBRNφ and
GFBRNθ are independent
of the scale of the angular VBR basis sets.
B. Representation of Ĥglo in the VBR





r2 dr χnl;β(r)χn′l′;β′(r) . (4.6)
Note that the elements of the set {χnl;β(r)} are in general not orthonormal. We will discuss
this at more length in Sec. IV D 1.

































































































:= A + B + C . (4.8)




















δll′ δmm′ . (4.9)

















































Only matrix elements B1 between χnl;β(r) and χn′l;β′(r) functions, i.e., between functions
with common index l, can contribute to the VBR of Ĥglo due to the factor B2 (vide infra).
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If β = β′ = 1 and n = n′ the value of the integral is:






Non-zero values of B1 are also obtained if β = β′ = 1 and n = n′. These off-diagonal
matrix elements have been computed numerically with MATLAB [34, 35]. When β, β′ = 1,
both the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements B1 have been calculated by numerical
integration using MATLAB [34, 35].






















= (−l(l + 1)) δll′ δmm′ . (4.13)
For C, we get:
C = Iχn,l,n′,l′;β,β′ ×
(∫ π
0



















m Iχn,l,n′,l;β,β′ δll′ δmm′ . (4.14)




m δnn′ δll′ δmm′ , (4.15)
whereas when β, β′ = 1, the integral Iχn,l,n′,l;β,β′ , and therefore also the matrix elements C,
have been computed numerically with MATLAB [34, 35].
C. Representation of Ĥloc in the VBR



















































Integral F (Eq. (6) of Ref. [26] for l = l′)
δmm′ .
(4.16)
















5n2 − 3l(l + 1) + 1)× 2 l(l + 1) + m2 − 1
(2l + 3)(2l − 1)
]
. (4.17)
The integral D is non-zero if n = n′, integral E is non-zero for combinations of indices
(n = n′, l = l′), (n = n′, l = l′), (n = n′, l = l′) and integral F is non-zero if l = l′.
Off-diagonal VBR matrix elements of Ĥloc with combinations of indices (n = n′, l = l′), (n
= n′, l = l′) and (n = n′, l = l′) have been computed numerically with MATLAB [34, 35].
D. Construction of GFBR matrices of local operators
1. H atom-like system: non-orthogonality of r- and θ-dependent wave function factors
In order to derive a quadrature rule appropriate for the evaluation of matrix elements of
GFBRHloc, we start by observing that the r-, θ- and φ-dependent factors of σnlm;β(r, θ, φ),
i.e., the χnl;β(r), ζlm(θ) and νm(φ) functions, have different orthogonality properties. For
the admissible values of n, l and m, the only fully orthonormal set is {νm(φ)}. In contrast,
the orthonormality condition only holds for subsets of the sets {χnl;β=1(r)} and {ζlm(θ)}.
To see this, we take a closer look at the properties of the sets {χnl;β(r)} and {ζlm(θ)}.
The set {χnl;β(r)} is composed of normalized eigenfunctions of the radial TISE for the H
























Let us first consider the field-free H atom case (β = 1). Due to the dependence of the
radial Hamiltonian on l (for n > 1), the set {χnl;β=1(r)} includes eigenfunctions of two, three
or more (depending on n) different operators. Only radial basis functions with a common
index l are therefore orthonormal:∫ ∞
0
r2 dr χnl;β=1(r)χn′l;β=1(r) = δnn′ , (4.20)
while any other combination of indices n, n′, l and l′ yields non-zero overlap matrix elements.
Note that the orthogonality property Eq. 4.20 is lost if γ = 0 because β then no longer is
equal to 1. The overlap matrix of the set {χnl;β(r)} is in this case a full matrix and the set
{σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} is no longer orthonormal.
The loss of orthonormality of the set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} for β = 1 means that the accuracy of
the quadrature rule for the evaluation of GFBR matrix elements of local operators between
σnlm;β(r, θ, φ) basis functions derived in Secs. IV D 2 (radial) and IV D 3 (angular) is reduced.
The validity of the condition β = 1 is not required for orthonormalization of the set {χnl;β(r)}
and a high quality radial quadrature rule can therefore still be formulated if β = 1 (cf.
Sec. IV D 2). However, a quadrature rule of Gaussian accuracy for matrix elements generally
implies two properties of the basis set: (i) orthonormality in the VBR and (ii) discrete
orthonormality in the GFBR. These terms can obviously not be satisfied if β = 1 since the
set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} is not orthonormal in the VBR in this case.
The overlap matrices of the sets {ζlm(θ)} have similar features to the overlap matrices
of the sets {χnl;β=1(r)}. The ζlm(θ) functions are normalized associated Legendre functions
Pml (cos(θ)) (Def. 4.5). P
m
l (x) are solutions of the general Legendre ordinary differential













Pml (x) = 0 . (4.21)
Both −l(l +1) and m2 can be interpreted as eigenvalues in Eq. 4.21 and the weight func-
tions for the set {Pml (x)} on the interval [-1,1] are consequently 1 or 1/(1−x2), respectively.
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For the H atom wave function, −l(l+1) is the relevant eigenvalue in Eq. 4.21. For l > 0, the
eigenfunctions of Eq. 4.21 with eigenvalue −l(l + 1) correspond to two or more operators,
i.e., m2 can take values 0, 1, 4, etc., and {Pml (x)} is therefore, as is the set {χnl;β=1(r)}, an
inhomogeneous set of eigenfunctions of multiple operators.
The appropriate weight function for the set {ζlm(θ)} on the interval [0,π] is sin(θ), cor-
responding to a weight function 1 for the set {Pml (x)} on the interval [-1,1], and Eq. 4.21
shows that (for 0 ≤ m ≤ l) only subsets with a common value for m are orthonormal:∫ π
0
sin(θ) dθ ζlm(θ) ζl′m(θ) = δll′ . (4.22)
Because the range of m for the spherical harmonics Y ml (θ, φ) is defined as −l ≤ m ≤ l,
we also need to address off-diagonal overlap matrix elements between functions Pml (x) and
P m̄l (x) with m̄ = −m:
∫ 1
−1
dx Pml (x) P
m̄
l (x) = 0 . (4.23)
The functions Pml (x) and P
m̄
l (x) are eigenfunctions of a common operator (since m
2 =
m̄2) and such an off-diagonal entry may therefore be expected to vanish due to orthogonality.
This, however, is not the case, because:
P m̄l = (−1)m
(l −m)!
(l + m)!
Pml (x) . (4.24)
Non-zero overlap matrix elements of the set {ζlm(θ)} are accordingly obtained for all com-
binations of indices l, l′, m and m′ if m = m′.
The orthonormality of the set {σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)} is ensured through the coupling of the
two components to sets of functions which are fully orthonormal: the off-diagonal non-
zero elements of the overlap matrices of the sets {χnl;β=1(r)} and {ζlm(θ)} are eliminated
through multiplication of r- and θ-dependent factors with basis functions included in the
sets {Y ml (θ, φ)} and {νm(φ)}, respectively.
The sets {χnl;β=1(r)} and {ζlm(θ)} have similar structures of the overlap matrices, but
we also note an important distinctive feature: whereas the functions included in the set
{ζlm(θ)} are not linearly independent [37], this is not the case for the set {χnl;β=1(r)}.
Because the basis functions σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ) are eigenfunctions of the H atom Hamilto-
nian, the fact that the r- and θ-dependent components can and cannot be orthonormal-
ized, respectively, bears a physical significance for the electronic motion. A homogeneous
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set of eigenstates, i.e., a set of eigenfunctions of a common operator, which may include
non-orthogonal degenerate eigenfunctions, can generally be orthogonalized. The absence of
non-zero off-diagonal entries from the overlap matrix of a homogeneous set of eigenstates
implies that the particle orbits in each state are decoupled.
A prominent example for the use of a homogeneous set of eigenfunctions as an orthonor-
mal basis set is the representation of quantum-dynamical operators in terms of harmonic
oscillator eigenstates. Like the harmonic oscillator basis set, also the set {νm(φ)} is formed
by adapting a homogeneous set of solutions to the TISE, in this case for the free-particle
Hamiltonian. Both basis sets are orthonormal, however, the reasons for this common prop-
erty are interestingly different: (i) The solutions to the TISE for the harmonic oscillator can
be normalized to obtain the basis functions. (ii) The globally defined solutions to the free-
particle TISE are, unlike bound states, not normalizable and not yielding eigenvalues that
would form a discrete energy spectrum. The orthonormality of the set {νm(φ)} is instead
accomplished by imposing the definition interval [0, 2π].
If we ignore for a moment that the χnl;β=1(r) and ζlm(θ) functions are factors of eigen-
states of three- (Ĥβ(r, θ, φ)) and two- (L̂2(θ, φ)) dimensional operators, respectively, and
consider them as abstracted orbitals describing one-dimensional electronic motion, then
the observation that the elements of set {χnl;β=1(r)} are linearly independent and permit
the construction of an orthormalized set {χ̃nl;β=1(r)}, while the functions included in the
set {ζlm(θ)} are not, is of relevance for the understanding of the role of the r-, θ- and
φ-dependent factors in the H atom wave function.
The volume of a parallelepiped spanned by three vectors is maximized if the vectors are
orthogonal to each other [38]. This fact is related to Weyl’s law for a region of phase space
of a given volume which states that a homogeneous orthogonal set of eigenfunctions, which
includes solutions to a specific TISE, e.g., describing the harmonic oscillator, pack the region
at the maximum density [39]. This property can be complemented by the observation that
the homogeneous set of orthogonal solutions of an eigenvalue equation represents a minimum
of interstate coupling.
It thus can be inferred that linear independence of an inhomogeneous set of non-
orthogonal eigenfunctions of multiple operators correlates with a higher level of ‘homo-
geneity’ of such a set, i.e., the effect of the differences between the individual operators on
the inhomogeneous set of eigenstates is smaller. This means that the set {χnl;β=1(r)} more
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closely represents an array of one-dimensional stationary states of a common operator, i.e.,
a homogeneous set of eigenfunctions, than the set {ζlm(θ)}.
The coupling of the r- and θ-dependent components of the H atom eigenstates
σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ) to the Y
m
l (θ, φ) and νm(φ) factors is manifested in the presence of l- and
m-dependent terms in Eqs. 4.18 and 4.21, respectively. We can therefore conclude that the
sensitivity of the set {χnl;β=1(r)} to the l-dependent term contributing to the radial operator
in Eq. 4.18 is not as pronounced as the sensitivity of the set {ζlm(θ)} to the m-dependent
term in Eq. 4.21. The more ‘homogeneous’ nature of set {χnl;β=1(r)} entails that no angular
degrees of freedom are necessary to build the decoupled, although still inhomogeneous, set
of radial orbitals {χ̃nl;β=1(r)}.
It is not possible, however, to construct linear combinations of the ζlm(θ) functions
that would approximately describe a set of one-dimensional eigenfunctions of one shared
θ-dependent operator, only the interaction with the φ coordinate guarantees assembly of
the homogeneous set of eigenstates {Y ml (θ, φ)} of the L̂2(θ, φ) operator. In physical terms
this observation can be interpreted as a stronger coupling between the two angular degrees
of freedom as compared to the weaker link of the radial coordinate factor to the two angular
components in the H atom wave functions σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ).
2. Radial quadrature rule
In order to derive an accurate quadrature rule for the radial degree of freedom, we can
either apply the Gram-Schmidt procedure or the Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization [40,
41] to transform the set {χnl;β(r)} into an orthonormal set {χ̃nl;β(r)} for any value of γ and
β.
The fact that the linear independence of the set {χnl;β(r)} is conserved if γ = 0, β = 1 is
remarkable since Eq. 4.20 only holds for the χnl;β(r) functions if β = 1.
The scenario γ = 0 implies a dependence of β on n, l and m, and each element in the set
{χnl;β(r)} is an eigenfunction of a particular radial Hamiltonian operator (Eq. 4.18) which
depends both on the l(l + 1)/r2 term and on the value of β. The orthonormality property
Eq. 4.20 is therefore no longer valid and the VBR overlap matrix of the set {χnl;β(r)} is in
this case consequently a full matrix.
If we consider the VBR overlap matrix elements 〈λ̃m(x)|λ̃n(x)〉 of an orthonormal set of
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basis functions {λ̃m(x)}, then a quadrature rule of ‘Gaussian accuracy’ would ensure that
the λ̃m(x) functions satisfy the condition of discrete orthonormality for a summation over
the grid points [30]. In other words, a quadrature rule is of Gaussian quality if the GFBR
approximation to the VBR overlap matrix is exact.
Quadrature rules of Gaussian accuracy have originally been related to orthogonal polyno-
mials, but can be generalized to sets of certain orthogonal non-polynomial functions [1, 28–
30, 32, 33, 42, 43]. In these cases, the underlying quadrature rules for orthogonal polynomials
can be recovered through variable substitution.
For the derivation of a quadrature rule for the χ̃nl;β(r) functions, we rely on a gen-
eralization of the Golub-Welsch algorithm for orthogonal polynomials [44]. Following
Refs. [28, 32, 33, 45], we determine in the first step the N nodes xq of the quadrature
grid by diagonalizing the N -dimensional matrix representation of the coordinate operator in
terms of non-polynomial basis functions λ̃m(x), i.e., the matrix elements are 〈λ̃m(x)|x|λ̃n(x)〉.
Note that the eigenvalues of the matrix representations of x in terms of the non-orthonormal
and orthonormal basis sets {λm(x)} and {λ̃m(x)}, respectively, are not identical because the
orthogonalization transformation is not unitary.
In the second step, the N quadrature weights wq are computed in analogy with the








Application of this two-step scheme yields a quadrature rule for the χ̃nl;β(r) functions which
is of very high quality both if β = 1 and if β = 1. However, we find that the orthonormality
of the set {χ̃nl;β(r)} in the VBR is only approximately reproduced in the GFBR, i.e., the
set {χ̃nl;β(r)} does not exactly satisfy the condition of discrete orthonormality and the
quadrature prescription is therefore not of Gaussian accuracy.
The {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis set is composed of the eigenfunctions of Ĥβ(r, θ, φ) and can
therefore be conveniently employed for the representation of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ). The only reason for
constructing the {χ̃nl;β(r)} basis set is therefore the evaluation of the quadrature points rk
and of the corresponding weights wr;k.
The quadrature rule derived for the set {χ̃nl;β(r)} can be directly transferred to the set
{χnl;β(r)} without a loss of accuracy. This can be straightforwardly shown by considering the
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overlap matrix of a set of non-orthonormal basis functions {λm(x)} which can be transformed
into an orthonormal set {λ̃m(x)}. Focussing on one element of the overlap matrix and








































where cmk denotes an expansion coefficient obtained by Gram-Schmidt or Löwdin orthogo-
nalization.
Eqs. 4.27 and 4.28 demonstrate that a quadrature approximation to
∫
λj(x)λk(x) dx using
the weights wq and grid points xq depends on the accuracy of the discrete orthonormality
relation of λ̃j(x) and λ̃k(x). As mentioned above, the discrete orthonormality condition is
closely, but not exactly, satisfied by the set {χ̃nl;β(r)}. This is true for all values of β. In order
to assess the quality of the radial quadrature rule for the set {χnl;β(r)}, we nevertheless need
to differentiate between the cases β = 1 and β = 1, because quadrature rules of Gaussian
accuracy for the numerical evaluation of matrix elements demand orthogonality of basis
functions in the VBR (cf. Sec. IV D 1). The quadrature prescription outlined in this section
can accordingly reach near Gaussian accuracy for GFBR matrix elements of local operators
between χnl;β(r) functions with common index l only if β = 1 and will be of lower quality
if β = 1 due to the invalidity of the orthogonality property Eq. 4.20 in this case. For
the evaluation of these matrix elements, the quadrature rule (grid points rk, weights wr;k)
defined for the set {χ̃nl;β(r)} can therefore only be applied to the set {χnl;β(r)} at the same
level of quality if β = 1.
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3. Derivation of angular quadrature rule
We now proceed to a discussion of the quadrature rule for the two angular variables, θ
and φ. The coupling of the θ and φ coordinates in the Y ml (θ, φ) functions implies that the
computation of the diagonal VBR overlap matrix of the set {Y ml (θ, φ)} is intrinsically a
two-dimensional problem. If both sets {ζlm(θ)} and {νm(φ)} were orthonormal, collecting
the diagonal elements of the overlap matrices of both sets would provide all the information
needed for the evaluation of the overlap matrix of the set {Y ml (θ, φ)}. However, the full over-
lap matrix of the set {ζlm(θ)} needs to be considered for the calculation of the overlap matrix
of the set {Y ml (θ, φ)} because the θ-dependent components cannot be orthonormalized, as
described in Sec. IV D 1.
The orthonormality of the set {νm(φ)} ensures that the non-zero off-diagonal elements
of the overlap matrix of the set {ζlm(θ)} do not induce any non-zero off-diagonal entries in
the overlap matrix of the set {Y ml (θ, φ)}. This feature underscores the non-separability of
the θ and φ degrees of freedom in the Y ml (θ, φ) functions, which becomes evident also in
the discrete orthonormality relation for the set {Y ml (θ, φ)}.
Various attempts have been made at formulating a quadrature rule for the Y ml (θ, φ)
functions [45, 47, 48]. Ref. [47] suggests two formulations which differ with respect to the
lattice required for a discrete orthonormality of the set {Y ml (θ, φ)}: (i) a grid uniform in
cos(θ) and φ and (ii) a grid uniform in θ and φ. We use option (i) and, following Ref. [47],
make use of relations between families of orthogonal polynomials or, more generally, of
orthogonal functions. Spherical harmonics are usually defined as a product of Fourier and
associated Legendre functions Pml (x). However, the classical orthogonal polynomials [49]
can all be derived from Jacobi polynomials P
(ρ,τ)
l (x) [50] and also the associated Legendre
functions are related to Jacobi polynomials [51] through:









wJ(x) := (1− x2)m , (4.29)
where wJ(x) is the weight function for P
(m,m)
l−m (x).
In order to define a quadrature rule for the spherical harmonics, we make two substitutions
of the θ-dependent component of Y ml (θ, φ): in the first step, the associated Legendre func-
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tions are rewritten in terms of Jacobi polynomials according to Eq. 4.29. In the next step, we
use the asymptotic relation [47] that connects the Hahn polynomial h
(ρ,τ)
l (s, Nθ) and Jacobi
polynomial P
(ρ,τ)
l (x), where x := cos(θ) and s := N̄θ(1+x)/2−(τ+1)/2, N̄θ := Nθ+(ρ+τ)/2.
The variable transformation x → s corresponds to an adaptation of the definition interval
[-1, 1] for P
(ρ,τ)
l (x) to the definition interval [0, Nθ] for h
(ρ,τ)
l (s, Nθ). The discrete variable
s is represented by the vector (s1, s2, ..., sNθ)
T with grid spacing Δs := 2/Nθ. The Hahn
polynomials are thus the discrete analogs of the Jacobi polynomials. They are orthogonal
on an equidistant Nθ-point lattice in the interval [0, Nθ - 1] when ρ > −1 and τ > −1
[47, 52, 53].
In the limit N̄θ → ∞, the discrete variable s becomes continuous and the functions
h
(m,m)
l (s, Nθ) and w̄J(s) converge to P
(m,m)
l (x) and wJ(x), respectively. This allows us to





















(1 + x)− m + 1
2
, N̄θ = Nθ −m , Δx = 2
N̄θ
, (4.31)
where ξlm and ξ̄lm are normalization factors for P
(m,m)
l (x) and h
(m,m)
l (s, Nθ), respectively,
w̄J(s) is the weight function for h
(m,m)
l (s, Nθ) and the notation O(1/N̄
2
θ ) implies that the
size of this term is of the order of 1/N̄2θ .
The substitution of the Jacobi polynomials of continuous argument x by the Hahn poly-
nomials of discrete variable s is the key step in deriving a quadrature rule for the spherical
harmonics. The functions Ȳ ml (θ, φ) are approximations to the spherical harmonics Y
m
l (θ, φ):















l−m (s, Nθ) νm(φ) (m ≥ 0) ,(4.32)
Ȳ −ml (θ, φ) = (−1)m (Ȳ ml (θ, φ))∗ ,





Ȳ ml (θim, φj) (Ȳ
m′
l′ (θim′ , φj))
∗ Δx Δφ = δll′ δmm′ , (4.33)
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where
cos(θim) = x2i+m+1 , xk = −1 + k
N̄θ
(i = 0, 1, . . . , N̄θ −m− 1) ,
φj = −π + π
Nφ















GFBRΔx δmm′ ≈ δll′ δmm′ ,(4.35)
where
cos(θjm) = x2j+m+1 , xd = −1 + dGFBRNθ (j = 0, 1, ...,
GFBR Nθ −m− 1) , (4.36)
φk = −π + πGFBRNφ (2k + 1) (k = 0, 1, ...,









According to Eq. 4.33, the quadrature rule Approx. 4.35 becomes exact for GFBRNθ →∞,
i.e., this limit corresponds to Gaussian accuracy. As an important distinction compared
to the discrete orthonormality relation for the set {χ̃nl;β(r)}, which is only approximately
satisfied, we note that the grid dimensions GFBRNθ and
GFBRNφ can be defined without
restrictions, i.e., GFBRNθ may also differ from
GFBRNφ, whereas Nr is linked to n. Because
of the method used for the computation of rk, the size Nr of the radial grid {rk} must be
identical to the number of radial basis functions χnl;β(r), which depends on n. However,
Eqs. 4.36 and 4.37 show that the dimensions GFBRNθ and
GFBRNφ of the quadrature lattice
in the direction of the θ and φ coordinates, respectively, are decoupled from the n-dependent
sizes VBRNθ and
VBRNφ of the sets {ζlm(θ)} and {νm(φ)}, respectively.
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4. Evaluation of GFBR matrix elements of Ĥloc and of general local operators
The definition of quadrature rules for the radial and angular components in Secs. IV D 2
and IV D 3, respectively, allows for the formulation of an approximate discrete orthonormal-


















dφ χnl;β(r) ζlm(θ) νm(φ) (νm′(φ))
∗ ζl′m′(θ) χn′l′;β′(r)⎧⎨
⎩ = (if β = β
′ = 1)
≈ (if β, β′ = 1)
⎫⎬









χnl;β(ri) ζlm(θjm) νm(φk) (νm′(φk))







































δll′ δmm′ ≈ δnn′ δll′ δmm′ (4.40)
The quality of the last approximation, i.e., the assumption of discrete orthonormality
of the χnl;β(r) and χn′l;β′(r) functions, depends on the values of β and β
′: β = β′ = 1
means that the orthormality relation Eq. 4.20 holds and that the highest accuracy of the
corresponding discrete orthonormality formula can be reached. The more β differs from β′,
the lower the quality of the discrete orthonormality approximation will be.
VBR matrix elements of a general, nonseparable local operator Ôloc(r, θ, φ) can be ap-










dφ χnl;β(r) ζlm(θ) νm(φ) Ôloc(r, θ, φ) (νm′(φ))









χnl;β(ri) ζlm(θjm) νm(φk) Ôloc(ri, θjm, φk) (νm′(φk))
∗ ζl′m′(θjm′) χn′l′;β′(ri) (4.41)
Evaluation of a GFBR of an operator Ĥloc is greatly simplified compared to Approx. 4.41
for GFBR matrix elements of an operator Ôloc(r, θ, φ) because the φ coordinate can be









dφ χnl;β(r) ζlm(θ) νm(φ) Ĥloc (νm′(φ))





























































A. The field-free H atom: Investigation of angular quadrature convergence and
comparison of VBR vs. GFBR performance
We first focus on the field-free H atom (γ = 0, β = 1) and compare in Table I the energies
of states for n = 1, 2, 3 obtained with the Hamiltonians H1 (VBR, Def. 3.1) and H2 (GFBR,
Def. 3.2). This is the case where the highest possible accuracy of the GFBR approach can be
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obtained since the set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} in this case can be made orthonormal (cf. Secs. IV D 1
and IV D 2). As we limit ourselves to states with n ≤ 3, the dimension VBRN of H1 is fully
determined by the highest value for n, giving Nr = 6,
VBRNθ = 9 and
VBRNφ = 5, leading
to VBRN = 14 (cf. Sec. IV A).
The sizes of the matrices H1 and H2 are identical, but the computation of the local
component GFBRHloc of H2 requires in addition information (provided in Table I) on
GFBRNφ
and GFBRNθ, the numbers defining the angular quadrature grid (cf. Sec. IV D 3). The radial
lattice has Nr points. With these parameters, the quadrature approximation
GFBRHloc to
VBRHloc can be considered nearly converged with respect to the angular degrees of freedom
(cf. Fig. 2 and the discussion below). However, Nr is too small to reach a full radial
convergence of the matrix elements of GFBRHloc. We nevertheless decide to accept this
deficiency because Nr, unlike
GFBRNφ and
GFBRNθ, is tied to n (cf. Sec. IV D 3) and we
prefer to restrict the states of interest, and thus also the basis set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)}, to n =
1, 2, 3 in the present study.
In future work we will also investigate quadrature convergence with respect to the radial
coordinate. We recall that the set {χnl;β(r)} is linearly independent. However, the construc-
tion of the orthonormal set {χ̃nl;β(r)} becomes increasingly more difficult with increasing
nmax. We prefer Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization [40, 41] over the Gram-Schmidt pro-
cedure and while double-precision arithmetic is sufficient to resolve linear independence for
a radial basis size up to nmax = 4, quadruple precision is required when the maximum value
of n is 5 since the smallest eigenvalue of the overlap matrix of the set {χnl;β=1(r)} in this
case is of the order 10−25.
Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the radial grid points for the sets {rk} with maximum n =
3, 4, 5. The basis set {χnl;β=1(r)} has been employed for the computation of the three radial
lattices. It can be seen that the range covered by the grid points is loosely correlated to the
expectation values 〈r〉 of the radial components of the field-free H atom wave functions. The
ratios between the values of the grid points with the maximum distance from the nucleus
(nmax = 3 → 22.075 a0, nmax = 4 → 50.141 a0, nmax = 5 → 93.381 a0) and 〈r〉 for the radial
factors of 3s (7.144 a0), 4s (12.700 a0) and 5s (19.844 a0) H atom eigenfunctions [54] are
3.09, 3.95 and 4.70, respectively, all being of the same order of magnitude.
Inspection of Table I reveals that the quality of the GFBR approximations shows a clear
trend: eigenvalues of l = 0 states are significantly less accurate than those of l > 0 states.
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Whereas the calculated energies for l > 0 show a consistent and high precision, we note a
strong decrease in the quality of the description of the l = 0 states with smaller values of n.
Interestingly, the GFBR energies of Table I are consistently higher than the corresponding
VBR estimates. This is not an implicit property of GFBR predictions because of the non-
variational nature of this method, as can be seen from Tables II, IV and V.
There are two main reasons for the large accuracy bandwidth of the GFBR electronic
energy estimates of Table I: (i) The amplitude of the exact radial probability densities
4πr2(χnl;β=1(r))
2 of the states. Obviously, the representation of sharply peaked densities on
such a sparse radial grid is problematic. (ii) The number and position of the nodes is also
critical for the accuracy of the quadrature approximation. A proper description of a nodal
region requires a dense support mesh.
A comparison of the relevant radial probability densities shows that the density of the
1s state is quite narrow and has a maximum near 1a0, the 2s and 2p densities both peak
near 5a0 and the 3s, 3p and 3d densities reach their global extrema at about 13a0, 12a0 and
9a0, respectively. The 1s, 2s and 3s densities are characterized by zero, one and two nodes,
respectively.
Since l = 0 wave functions do not depend on θ and φ, they are described by the radial
component alone. The difference in the GFBR accuracy of the 1s, 2s and 3s energies reflects
the structure of the {rk} lattice: the distribution of grid points allows for a much better
representation of the broader 2s and in particular 3s densities than of the 1s density which
is sharply peaked near the nucleus. Only two grid points (r1, r2) are sufficiently close to
the maximum to recover the contribution to the 1s density coming from this region. The
width of the radial density dominates the quality of the approximation for l = 0 states since
the quadrature error does not increase with increasing number of nodes in the radial wave
function.
The spread of the radial probability densities does not explain why the GFBR energies
for l > 0 are about an order of magnitude more accurate than those for l = 0 for n = 2 and
n = 3. We recall that for l > 0, the eigenstates are functions of both r and either θ or both
angles.
The real spherical harmonics of l = 1 and l = 2 states are characterized by nodes at
the nucleus, and this topology needs to be superimposed on the radial density in order to
obtain the three-dimensional probability density. As the total number of nodes is fixed for
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a given value of n, the nuclear node of l > 0 spherical harmonics implies that the radial
probability densities of the corresponding states have l nodes less than the radial densities
of l = 0 states. This lowers the demands on the radial wave function to describe the nodal
structure, leading to much lower GFBR errors for states with l > 0. We conclude that the
extra node of the 2s radial density is mainly responsible for the larger error of the GFBR
energy as compared to the 2p state. Analogously, the appearance of one and two additional
nodes in the 3s radial density accounts for the more precise GFBR description of the 3p and
3d states, respectively.
Let us finally address the slightly higher accuracy of the 3p vs. the 3d energy: only the
3p radial density features a node for r > 0 and is therefore more spread out than the 3d
density, better matching the structure of the grid than the 3d density, compensating for the
challenge imposed by the quadrature approximation of the node.
The results shown in Fig. 2 are also based on the orthonormal {σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)} basis set.
Fig. 2 depicts the convergence properties of the GFBR energies of the 1s, 2s and 2p states
of the field-free H atom with respect to the angular grid dimensions GFBRNφ and
GFBRNθ. A
GFBR calculation with Nr = 6 and
GFBRNφ =
GFBRNθ = 30 provides the reference energies.
GFBRNφ and
GFBRNθ are increased symmetrically from 5 to 30 with increments of 5 and a
GFBR calculation is performed for each lattice. The dependence of the differences between
the resulting 1s, 2s and 2p energies and the reference values on the angular lattice sizes is
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the accuracy of the GFBR description improves nearly
linearly and convergence is reached at ca. 30.
B. The H atom in a uniform magnetic field: Comparison of VBR and GFBR
In Table II, we report the energies of selected states of the H atom in a uniform magnetic
field (γ = 0.1) calculated with different methods. In the table, we also compare to results
of Ref. [26].
Both the calculations performed for Table I of Ref. [26] and for Table II relied either
on the non-optimized ({σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)}) or the optimized ({σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)}) basis set. The
energies compiled in Table I of Ref. [26] that have been obtained with σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ) basis
functions correspond to first-order perturbation theory calculations. The β values for the
{σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis set optimized for the magnetic field strength γ = 0.1 can be found in
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Table III. The results of Table II reveal that first-order perturbation theory is quite accurate
for l = 0 and l = 1 states, but fails completely for l = 2 states.
The calculations summarized in columns 4 and 5 of Table II have been performed with the
VBR and GFBR methods, respectively, employing field-free H atom eigenfunctions as a basis
set ({σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)}). The similarity between the results of columns 2 and 4 demonstrates
that the variational flexibility introduced by an expansion in terms of the {σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)}
basis functions only leads to a minor improvement in the VBR accuracy relative to the
non-variational version of the one-basis-function-per-state approach of Ref. [26]. The linear
combinations of the basis functions thus do not appear to describe the eigenfunctions of this
system well.
A comparison of the results reported in columns 4 and 5 of Table II provides evidence
that the GFBR approach in combination with the {σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)} basis set yields a good
approximation to the corresponding VBR energies of the 2s, 3d−1 and 3d−2 states, whereas
the VBR - GFBR agreement is much worse for the 1s, 2p0 and 2p−1 states.
It is also instructive to compare columns 4/5 and 6/7 with respect to GFBR accuracy:
the quadrature results obtained with the {σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)} and {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis sets
are of similar quality only for the 3d−1 and 3d−2 states. The {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} GFBR per-
forms better for the 1s, 2p0 and 2p−1 states, whereas the opposite is true for the 2s state.
The orthonormality of the set {σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)} thus does not represent a substantial ad-
vantage for the quality of the numerical quadrature as compared to calculations with set
{σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)}.
Columns 6, 7 and 8 together with Table I also prove that the effect of values γ = 0.1, β =
1 as compared to γ = 0, β = 1 on the accuracy of the quadrature rule is not uniform: the 1s,
2p0 and 2p−1 GFBR energies improve if the magnetic field is applied, whereas the 2s energy
deteriorates. The reason for this inconsistency is due to the fact that the electronic wave
functions are distorted by the magnetic field whereas the quadrature rules for the radial
and angular degrees of freedom are only slightly changed and remain invariant, respectively.
The aptitude of the resultant quadrature prescription to describe a particular eigenfunction
of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ) depends mainly on the correspondence between the grid structure and the
probability density of the state. The non-orthonormality of the set {χnl;β(r)}, and therefore
also of the set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} for β = 1, slightly reduces the quadrature precision, but the
effect can be considered insignificant (cf. Secs. IV D 1 and IV D 2).
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The agreement between the energies obtained from the one-basis-function-per-state
ansatz with optimized β parameter of Ref. [26] (column 3) and from VBR calculations
with the set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} (β = 1) (column 6) is in general good. However, the fact that
only one VBR energy is lower than the corresponding entry in column 3 points to some nu-
merical issues in the VBR calculations. The additional variational flexibility introduced by
expanding the VBR wave function in the complete set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} (14 functions in total
for n = 1,2,3) rather than constructing a representation in terms of individual σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)
functions as in Ref. [26] must in principle lead to lower or at best identical energies for any
state, independent of the value of β. Tables II, IV and V show that this is in general not the
case, and is due to the fact that some components of the VBR matrix elements could not be
evaluated analytically and had to be replaced by numerical approximations (cf. Secs. IV B
and IV C). The matrix elements of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ) provided in Ref. [26], however, have been
calculated analytically. The good agreement of energies obtained by the method of Ref. [26]
and by our VBR calculations (see Tables II, IV and V) shows that the variational one-basis-
function-per-state ansatz is surprisingly accurate. The VBR data suggest that only minor
improvements of the energy estimates of Ref. [26] are to be expected if all VBR matrix
elements were available analytically.
In Table IV, we report the energies of the n = 1,2 states of the H atom in uniform
magnetic fields of increasing strength (γ = 0.0425, 0.2127, 0.425). The β parameters for the
{σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis set obtained for γ = 0.0425, 0.2127 and 0.425 are provided in Table III.
The results of Table IV display in general good agreement between the energies calculated
in Ref. [26] and the VBR of Ĥγ(r, θ, φ) for all values of γ. This is, however, not the case
for the GFBR results: the quality of the GFBR predictions for all states depends strongly
and very irregularly on the magnetic field. In the case of the 1s / 2p1 and 2p0 states,
the quadrature precision improves and deteriorates, respectively, if the magnetic field is
intensified. The 2s state is particulary interesting as the GFBR estimate fails for γ = 0.2127
while a higher and similar accuracy is obtained both if γ is reduced as well as amplified.
However, the very large fractional error (FE) of 0.9592 obtained for the GFBR energy of
the 2s state must be considered with this caveat: the FE is commonly a useful gauge for an
evaluation of the relative accuracy of computational results but can give a wrong impression
if differences between two small numbers are involved as in this case. The deviation of the
GFBR from the VBR energy for the 2s state is not very large in absolute terms. In order to
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understand these observations, the effects of the magnetic field strength on the probability
densities must be considered. We infer that the low density of the radial lattice is at the
core of the problem. An increase of the number of radial grid points should lead to a weaker
sensitivity of the GFBR variance to the value of γ and to a generally better match between
VBR and GFBR energies.
The GFBR performance for different values of γ is investigated in more detail in Table V
by also considering lower field strengths and by including n = 3 states in addition to n
= 2 states. We first note a good agreement between energies predicted by the variational
approach of Ref. [26] and by the VBR method. Significant relative errors are only obtained
for the γ = 0.1 and γ = 0.2 calculations of the 3p−1 state and for the γ = 0.05 calculation
of the 3p1 state.
The agreement between VBR and GFBR values is also largely satisfying, but substantial
FEs | E(GFBR) - E(VBR) | / E(VBR) are observed for the 2s, 3s, 3p0 and 3d0 states.
Again, except for the 2s state, these conspicuous FEs are related to differences between
small numbers.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a pseudo-spectral approach to the calculation of the electronic motion
in atoms or atomic ions with nuclear PE functions or external fields with steep gradients
or discontinuities. In particular, we have derived a quadrature rule for the evaluation of
matrix elements of local operators between σnlm;β(r, θ, φ) basis functions. This work builds
on the quadrature rule for spherical harmonics Y ml (θ, φ) presented by Nikiforov et al. [47] in
combination with a new quadrature formula for the radial components χnl;β(r) of eigenstates
of H atom-like systems. Nevertheless, the radial quadrature procedure is not linked to any
specific angular wave function factor, and it can thus be applied to any eigenfunctions
χnl;β(r) of the radial Hamiltonian (Eq. 4.18) that are suitable basis functions. However, the
use of the sets {χnl;β(r)} and {Y ml (θ, φ)} to assemble product basis functions ensures that
the resulting set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} is orthonormal for β = 1.
It is well known that of the three sets of normalized factors of the H atom eigenfunctions
{σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)}, only the set {νm(φ)} is fully orthonormal, whereas the sets {χnl;β=1(r)}
and {ζlm(θ)} yield non-diagonal overlap matrices characterized by specific off-diagonal el-
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ements of value zero. The linear dependence of the set {ζlm(θ)} has been pointed out in
Ref [37]. We have here shown that the set {χnl;β=1(r)} is linearly independent and demon-
strated that the set {χnl;β(r)} with variationally determined β values according to Ref. [26]
can also be transformed into an orthonormal set {χ̃nl;β(r)}, even though Eq. 4.20 does not
hold if β = 1. The linear independence of set {χnl;β(r)} for both cases β = 1 and β = 1 was
then used to derive a radial quadrature rule of nearly Gaussian accuracy by adapting the
Golub-Welsch scheme [44].
The differentiation between sets {χnl;β(r)} and {ζlm(θ)} with respect to orthonormaliza-
tion has interesting physical implications (Sec. IV D 1). Each of the three arrays {χnl;β(r)},
{ζlm(θ)} and {νm(φ)} may be interpreted as an approximation to a homogeneous set of
stationary states of a one-dimensional operator defining electronic motion. The only or-
thonormal set of basis functions is {νm(φ)} and this set is related to, but not identical
with, the homogeneous set of eigenfunctions of a single, parameter-independent operator
(cf. Sec. IV D 1).
Both {χnl;β=1(r)} and {ζlm(θ)} were shown to be non-orthonormal and inhomogeneous
sets of eigenstates because of their l- and m-dependence, respectively. The complete sets
{χnl;β=1(r)} and {ζlm(θ)} therefore do not span eigenspaces of parameter-independent Her-
mitian operators and the elements included in both sets, although they are eigenfunctions,
do not describe uncoupled electronic motion as is the case for the elements of the set {νm(φ)}.
We have shown that the different conditions for orthonormalization distinguish the set
{χnl;β=1(r)} from the set {ζlm(θ)}. The coupling of the set {ζlm(θ)} to the set {νm(φ)}
is essential in order to obtain an orthonormal homogeneous set of eigenfunctions of the
L̂2(θ, φ) operator, i.e., the set {Y ml (θ, φ)}. In a similar manner, the elements of the set
{χ̃nl;β=1(r)} do not span an eigenspace, but the fact that the overlap matrix is diagonal
allows us to interpret the χ̃nl;β=1(r) functions as approximations to eigenstates of a common
parameter-independent operator.
We can therefore establish a ranking of these sets with respect to their degree of rep-
resentation of one-dimensional electronic orbitals: the elements of the set {νm(φ)} are or-
thonormal and can be viewed as contained (because of the definition interval [0, 2π]) sta-
tionary states. The array {χnl;β=1(r)} can be linearly transformed into the orthonormal set
{χ̃nl;β=1(r)} which mimics a homogeneous set of eigenfunctions. The items of the set {ζlm(θ)}
must be linked to elements of the set {νm(φ)} in order to form two-dimensional eigenstates
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Y ml (θ, φ). The radial components χnl;β=1(r) of H atom eigenfunctions σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ) thus
have a higher level of separability from the spherical harmonics compared to the strong
coupling between the ζlm(θ) and νm(φ) factors.
The quadrature rules derived were applied to two model systems, the field-free H atom
and the H atom in a uniform magnetic field model, respectively. The variational one-basis-
set-per-state ansatz presented in Ref. [26] was used to define the basis functions and for
providing comparative data.
We found very good agreement between the energies of Ref. [26] and the energies obtained
using the VBR, demonstrating that the additional variational flexibility provided by the
VBR calculation is insignificant for this particular basis set and model system. In contrast,
large differences between VBR energies and their GFBR counterparts were in many cases
observed. Our analysis demonstrated that the low GFBR accuracy obtained for the 1s state
could be related to an insufficient density of the radial lattice {rk}.
We also found that there is a complex, and non-systematic, dependence of the error on γ
for the GFBR energy of an individual state. However, we showed that the more inaccurate
GFBR energies of the 2s and 3s states as compared to the 2p, 3p and 3d results could be
traced to the fact that, for a common n, the radial probability densities of l = 0 states have
one and two nodes more than l = 1 and l = 2 densities, respectively.
If the condition of orthonormality of the basis set in the VBR would be the main criterion
for a minimal variance of GFBR energy estimates from VBR reference values, then the γ =
0, β = 1 GFBR results should in general be more accurate than the corresponding energies
calculated for γ = 0, β = 1. However, we found that the accuracy of the GFBR energies
for different values of γ varies in a nonuniform manner, and thus that other factors, such
as the correspondence between grid structure and probability density distribution, are more
important for the quality of the quadrature approximation in form of the matrix GFBRHloc
to VBRHloc. ⇐=
Finally we discuss the potential of the VBR and GFBR methods for the accurate description
of electronic states in atoms and atomic ions. Ref. [26] considers only small to moderate field
intensities up to γ = 0.425 and we have adopted this limit in the calculations performed for the
present study. It would be interesting to investigate to which magnitude of γ an ansatz relying
exclusively on σnlm;β(r, θ, φ) basis functions yields quantitative accuracy for eigenstates of the H
atom in a uniform magnetic field.
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⇐=
We have not explored the application range available with the basis set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)}. How-
ever, it is clear that basis functions derived from the spherical field-free H atom-like model are not
appropriate for the description of eigenfunctions in a magnetic field regime significantly exceeding
the Coulomb limit (γ → 0). This restriction is due to the gradual transition of the symmetry of
the system from spherical to cylindrical as the magnetic field strength increases towards the Landau
limit (γ →∞) [55, 56].
For example, Ref. [56] suggests an approach formulated in terms of a parabolic coordinate sys-
tem and featuring basis functions distinguished by three variational parameters that allows for an
adiabatic interchange from Coulomb to Landau basis sets as the value of γ is growing.
Because the Hamiltonian constructions H1 (VBR, Def. 3.1) and H2 (GFBR, Def. 3.2) corre-
spond to exact and approximate representations in terms of the {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis set, respec-
tively, they are not appropriate for the description of the H atom in strong external electromagnetic
fields which induce a substantial deformation of the eigenfunctions away from the spherical sym-
metry of the field-free system. This restriction applies generally to VBR and GFBR calculations
on atoms or atomic ions if the eigenstates are expanded only in terms of the {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} basis
set. Both the VBR and GFBR approaches outlined in this work should, however, be suitable for
the treatment of multi-electron atoms and atomic ions in weak to moderate electromagnetic fields.
The accuracy of the GFBR approximations compiled in Tables I, II, IV and V is certainly
far from quantitative. The presentation of GFBR results that are not fully converged with
respect to Nr,
GFBRNθ and
GFBRNφ in the four tables should also be seen in the context of
the primarily method-oriented nature of this study. High-precision GFBR calculations will
be performed for subsequent projects.
We are convinced that convergence with respect to the size of the full quadrature grid can
be reached and that the GFBR method can then provide quantitative accuracy for systems
significantly more complex than the two models considered in the present study.
The flexibility of the quadrature rule for the spherical harmonics discussed in Sec. IV D 3
allows for the choice of arbitrary grid sizes for the θ and φ degrees of freedom.
However, the application of the procedure defined in Sec. IV D 2 to the computation of
radial grids {rk} of increasing size as described in Sec. V A (cf. Fig. 1) has shown that con-
struction of the orthonormal set {χ̃nl;β(r)} with Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization, and
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therefore the evaluation of {rk}, becomes numerically progressively difficult with increasing
nmax.
We are planning to investigate methods that can be alternatives to the Gram-Schmidt
or Löwdin orthogonalization schemes for the resolution of linear independence for nmax > 5.
One option is to select subsets of the set {χnl;β(r)} for larger values of nmax that can be
orthonormalized by employing the Gram-Schmidt or Löwdin procedures. This ansatz would
yield reduced lattices {rk} with a smaller number of grid points as compared to the dimension
of the radial basis set {χnl;β(r)}.
If implemented, this approach may permit the specification of ‘reduced’ radial lattices
for large values of nmax. The GFBR approach should then, e.g., allow for the modelling
of highly charged ions with high-Z nuclei (with Z denoting the number of protons), taking
relativistic, finite nuclear size and quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections into account
in the framework of a wave function ansatz.
We expect that the GFBR method has the potential to provide a more convenient re-
alization and a significantly better computational efficiency of programs developed for the
simulation of these challenging systems than implementations based on global spectral tech-
niques.
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APPENDIX: GRID-BASED VS. SPECTRAL APPROACHES IN ELECTRONIC-
STRUCTURE THEORY
In this appendix, we will discuss some of the differences between grid-based and global
spectral approaches in the numerical solution of the TDSE and TISE.
As mentioned under item (i) in Sec. I, the challenges global spectral methods have in
describing solutions featuring sharp gradients or discontinuities can also affect quantum-
chemical calculations even in the absence of external fields, e.g., due to the “Coulomb
singularity” or “Kato cusp condition” [3, 4, 20, 57, 58]. However, the negative effect of
the Coulomb singularity on the convergence properties of global spectral methods is usually
not relevant in practical applications since most applications do not focus on the compu-
tation of the absolute energies of electronic states. Furthermore, there is seldom a need
for a very accurate description of the motion of electrons in the vicinity of the nuclei, as
chemistry is largely determined by the valence electrons, and this explains the popularity of
approximations such as Effective Core Potentials (ECPs) [59–62].
Except for the Coulomb singularity problem, spectral methods are well suited for the
computation of the electronic motion in smooth Coulomb-type potentials because the re-
duced accuracy of basis-set representations for problems that include solutions characterized
by sharp gradients or discontinuities can be avoided. However, this is no longer the case
if a precise description of the electronic motion in strong internal or external fields is re-
quired. With the advent of fourth-generation light sources, such problems are of increasing
experimental and theoretical interest [63], and computational methods capable of accurately
describing the physics in these situations are needed.
Let us first consider the case of strong internal fields. As long as the Coulomb singularity
aspect can be neglected and no heavy elements are involved, the inner electrons are to a good
approximation experiencing Coulomb-type potentials and can be well described in terms of
GTOs [64] or STOs. However, the simple picture of electrons moving in nuclear Coulomb
fields becomes inappropriate if strong electromagnetic interactions need to be accounted for.
An accurate representation of the electronic motion in strong nuclear fields requires that also
the effects of the finite nuclear size as well as relativistic and QED corrections are accounted
for [65–70].
For lighter nuclei, electronic-structure calculations of highly charged ions have been per-
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formed by employing spectral methods in a non-relativistic approach [71]. Spectral methods
have also been used for calculating strong-field [72, 73] and relativistic effects [74–78].
For low-Z nuclei, the nucleus-electron interaction can in a QED framework be expanded
in the parameter (Zα), with α denoting the fine-structure constant. However, for high-Z
systems, an approach which is non-perturbative in (Zα) is required [79]. Spectral methods
for computing QED corrections of high-Z systems have been developed [79], but the com-
plex geometries and discontinuous coefficients characteristic of electronic orbitals in strong
nuclear fields make the design of grid-based concepts attractive [80, 81].
The same arguments, in this case independent of Z, hold for the description of atoms and
molecules in time-independent and time-dependent strong electromagnetic fields. In atoms,
strong external fields may destroy the spherical symmetry of the nuclear Coulomb potentials
and, due to the superposition of internal and external fields, can induce PE functions of
complex topology. Nuclear Coulomb-type potentials are similarly prevailing, at smaller
radii, in molecules, and strong external fields may disturb these nearly centrosymmetric
fields determining the motion of core electrons also in polyatomic systems.
For lighter nuclei, spectral methods have been applied to the treatment of electronic
motion in such combined stationary [15, 17, 82–86] and fluctuating [14, 87] electromagnetic
fields. Real-space lattice representations are nevertheless an interesting alternative approach,
and such studies have been reported for the H and He atoms, for the H+2 and H
− ions as well
as for the H2 molecule in strong time-independent [16, 20, 57, 88–92] and time-dependent [93–
96] electromagnetic fields.
Item (ii) quoted in Sec. I will be discussed next. Whereas global spectral methods are
dominating electronic structure calculations on non-periodic systems using atom-centered
GTO and STO basis sets, they are also being used in calculations on periodic systems,
with plane-wave basis sets being the standard choice [6, 97–101]. Like grid-based methods,
plane-wave basis sets have the advantage that the linear dependence problem can be avoided
due to the orthogonality of the basis functions and that no BSSE can arise because of the
definition of a global computational cell which includes the reaction partners.
However, there are also drawbacks to plane-wave basis sets [6]. Real-space grid techniques
that for instance allow Wannier functions to be represented [102] are therefore playing a
more important role in the treatment of periodic systems [103] compared to non-periodic
ensembles. The advantages of grid-based methods over plane-wave basis sets are summarized
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in Ref. [104].
The relevance of a grid-based approach to the description of periodic systems is also
obvious from the correspondence between delocalized plane-wave functions and equidis-
tantly spaced support meshes which forms the foundation of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) method for the evaluation of the kinetic energy operator in wave function propaga-
tion schemes [105].
Real-space lattice methods are not only developed for dealing with the extreme scenarios
described under item (i) in Sec. I or as an alternative to plane-wave basis sets for periodic
systems. They are also utilized as an alternative to GTOs and STOs for computations of
electronic states of atoms, molecules and non-periodic materials. Refs. [106, 107] provide an
overview of relevant applications of Density Functional Theory (DFT) and of wave function
formalisms. The value of a representation of the electronic wave function on a support mesh
for a description of model systems like the H and He atoms as well as of the H+2 ion is
demonstrated in Refs. [96, 108–113]. Refs. [104, 114–116] report grid-based concepts for the
modelling of mainly non-periodic systems in a non-relativistic DFT framework.
Finite element methods (FEMs) have been developed for the non-relativistic and relativis-
tic calculation of atomic [117–120] and molecular [5, 120–126] wave functions. Another ap-
plication of FEMs are non-relativistic [127–129] and relativistic DFT calculations [130, 131]
of molecules. The role of FEMs for DFT-based simulations of solids have been discussed by
Pask et al. [132–134], Gavini et al. [135] and Masud et al. [4].
Finally, we address item (iii) of Sec. I, the convenient mapping of local operators in grid-
based numerical schemes for the solution of the TDSE and TISE. If analytical expressions of
local operators are available, then global spectral methods usually allow for a straightforward
construction of the corresponding matrix representations. However, quantum-mechanical
problems are frequently characterized by an original definition of local operators on real-
space grids and analytical formulae may only be derived via elaborate fitting procedures. In
nuclear quantum dynamics, e.g., discrete approximations of PE surfaces are in general ob-
tained by performing electronic structure calculations at appropriate molecular geometries.
Grid-based methods for the solution of the TDSE and TISE allow for a direct integration
of the resulting PE matrices in the Hamiltonian operators describing the nuclear motion,
bypassing the need to develop an analytical form of the PE surfaces. The direct use of local
operator matrix elements defined on grid points explains the popularity of the FFT [105]
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and DVR [1, 28–30] schemes for the quantum-mechanical treatment of nuclear motion.
As noted under item (i) in Sec. I, grid-based techniques are of relevance for the description
of electronic motion in strong internal and external fields because they may provide higher
accuracy than global spectral methods in these cases. The Gibbs phenomenon, though, is
not the only motivation for grid representations if electrons are to be modelled in strong-field
environments. Local field operators may not be available in analytical form from the outset,
being instead defined on a real-space mesh. This, in combination with the robustness of
real-space grid-based methods for ill-behaved functions, suggests that a representation of
local operators on a support lattice may yield both a more accurate and a more convenient
picture of electronic orbitals in strong fields.
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TABLE I: Energies (in a. u.) of states of the field-free H atom (γ = 0, β = 1) with n =
1, 2, 3 are shown. Eigenvalues of Hamiltonian constructions H1 (VBR, Def. 3.1) and H2
(GFBR, Def. 3.2) are included. For each state, the fractional error of the GFBR approximation
relative to the VBR result is provided. Quadrature parameters employed for the computation of
matrix elements of the local component GFBRHloc of H2: Nr = 6, GFBRNφ = 15 and GFBRNθ = 15.
State Calculated Energy Fractional Error
VBR GFBR | E(GFBR) - E(VBR)|/E(VBR)
1s -0.5000 -0.3613 0.2774
2s -0.1250 -0.1056 0.1552
2p−1,0,1 -0.1250 -0.1215 0.0280
3s -0.0556 -0.0495 0.1097
3p−1,0,1 -0.0556 -0.0541 0.0270
3d−2,−1,0,1,2 -0.0556 -0.0540 0.0288
46
TABLE II: Energies (in a. u.) of states of the H atom in a uniform magnetic field (B = 2.35×108G,
γ = 0.1) with n = 1, 2, 3 are shown. The values listed in columns 2 and 3 are taken from
Table I of Ref. [26]. The column 2 and 3 results correspond to first order perturbation theory
(β = 1 case) and to variational optimization of β, respectively. Eigenvalues of Hamiltonian
constructions H1 (VBR, Def. 3.1) and H2 (GFBR, Def. 3.2) are included. Two basis sets have
been employed: (i) the set {σnlm;β=1(r, θ, φ)} corresponds to eigenfunctions of the field-free
H atom and (ii) the set {σnlm;β(r, θ, φ)} features functions with variationally optimized β
parameter. For each state, the fractional error of the GFBR approximation relative to the VBR
result is provided (optimized β only). Quadrature parameters employed for the computation of
matrix elements of the local component GFBRHloc of H2: Nr = 6, GFBRNφ = 15 and GFBRNθ = 15.
State Energies from Ref. [26] This study Fractional Error
First order perturbation Optimized β β = 1 Optimized β Optimized β
theory (β = 1) VBR GFBR VBR GFBR | E(GFBR) - E(VBR) |/E(VBR)
1s -0.497500 -0.497512 -0.4975 -0.3624 -0.4975 -0.3957 0.2046
2s -0.090000 -0.095882 -0.0900 -0.0898 -0.0958 -0.0749 0.2182
2p0 -0.100000 -0.111363 -0.1100 -0.1700 -0.1114 -0.1101 0.0117
2p−1 -0.145000 -0.149509 -0.1450 -0.2095 -0.1488 -0.1470 0.0121
3d−1 -0.015556 -0.051678 -0.0156 -0.0145 -0.0515 -0.0503 0.0233
3d−2 -0.020556 -0.082822 -0.0206 -0.0209 -0.0800 -0.0792 0.0100
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TABLE III: Values of the shielding parameter β for electronic states and magnetic field strengths γ







1s 2s 2p0 2p±1 3s 3p0 3p±1 3d0 3d±1 3d±2
0.0425 1.0009 1.0444 1.0204 1.0387 1.2723 1.1787 1.2794 1.1573 1.1787 1.2337
0.1 1.0049 1.1733 1.0921 1.1555 1.6685 1.4899 1.6815 1.4463 1.4899 1.5968
0.2127 1.0212 1.4317 1.2670 1.3977 2.2437 1.9654 2.2637 1.8960 1.9654 2.1329
0.425 1.0731 1.8280 1.5652 1.7751 3.0254 2.6224 3.0542 2.5213 2.6224 2.8655
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TABLE IV: Energies (in a. u.) of states of the H atom in a uniform magnetic field (γ = 0.0425,
0.2127 and 0.425) with n = 1, 2 are shown. The values listed in column 3 are taken from
Table II of Ref. [26]. Eigenvalues of Hamiltonian constructions H1 (VBR, Def. 3.1) and H2
(GFBR, Def. 3.2) are included. For each state, the fractional error of the GFBR approximation
relative to the VBR result is provided. Quadrature parameters employed for the computation of
matrix elements of the local component GFBRHloc of H2: Nr = 6, GFBRNφ = 15 and GFBRNθ = 15.
State γ Energies from Ref.[26] This study Fractional Error
Optimized β Optimized β Optimized β
VBR GFBR | E(GFBR) - E(VBR) |/E(VBR)
0.0425 -0.499548 -0.4995 -0.3718 0.2556
1s 0.2127 -0.48892 -0.4889 -0.4189 0.1432
0.425 -0.45802 -0.4581 -0.4018 0.1229
0.0425 -0.118943 -0.1190 -0.0994 0.1647
2s 0.2127 -0.02441 -0.0245 -0.0010 0.9592
0.425 0.15035 0.1499 0.1828 0.2195
0.0425 -0.122339 -0.1223 -0.1196 0.0221
2p0 0.2127 -0.07378 -0.0738 -0.0755 0.0230
0.425 0.02580 0.0255 0.0200 0.2157
0.0425 -0.09850 -0.0985 -0.0956 0.0294
2p1 0.2127 0.07067 0.0748 0.0752 0.0053
0.425 0.3352 0.3486 0.3487 0.0003
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TABLE V: Energies (in Rydberg units (=12 a. u.)) of states of the H atom in a uniform magnetic
field (γ = 0.005, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2) with n = 2, 3 are shown. The values listed for each
state in the first, second and third line are taken from Table III of Ref. [26], are eigenvalues of H1
(VBR, Def. 3.1) and are eigenvalues of H2 (GFBR, Def. 3.2), respectively. Quadrature parameters
employed for the computation of matrix elements of the local component GFBRHloc of H2: Nr =
6, GFBRNφ = 15 and GFBRNθ = 15.
state γ = 0.005 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2
2s -0.2498 -0.2472 -0.2335 -0.1916 -0.06715
-0.2498 -0.2472 -0.2335 -0.1916 -0.0672
-0.2019 -0.2070 -0.1939 -0.1497 -0.0216
2p−1 -0.2548 -0.2676 -0.2857 -0.2990 -0.2879
-0.2549 -0.2676 -0.2856 -0.2976 -0.2804
-0.2424 -0.2602 -0.2800 -0.2940 -0.2795
2p0 -0.2499 -0.2488 -0.2427 -0.2227 -0.1575
-0.2499 -0.2488 -0.2427 -0.2227 -0.1576
-0.2375 -0.2414 -0.2374 -0.2202 -0.1623
2p1 -0.2448 -0.2276 -0.1857 -0.0990 0.1120
-0.2449 -0.2276 -0.1856 -0.0976 0.1196
-0.2324 -0.2202 -0.1800 -0.0940 0.1205
3s -0.1102 -0.09860 -0.05025 0.06247 0.3339
-0.1103 -0.0986 -0.0503 0.0625 0.3340
-0.0907 -0.0832 -0.0284 0.0960 0.3821
3p−1 -0.1152 -0.1181 -0.09814 -0.03218 0.1464
-0.1152 -0.1178 -0.0954 -0.0223 0.1739
-0.1065 -0.1149 -0.0936 -0.0211 0.1736
3p0 -0.1106 -0.1043 -0.0755 -0.0033 0.1782
-0.1107 -0.1043 -0.0755 -0.0034 0.1782
-0.1019 -0.1016 -0.0753 -0.0058 0.1637
3p1 -0.1052 -0.07810 0.00186 0.1678 0.5464
-0.1052 -0.0778 0.0046 0.1777 0.5739
-0.0965 -0.0749 0.0064 0.1789 0.5736
3d−2 -0.1204 -0.1411 -0.1612 -0.1656 -0.1318
-0.1204 -0.1410 -0.1597 -0.1599 -0.1155
-0.1116 -0.1378 -0.1576 -0.1583 -0.1157
3d−1 -0.1156 -0.1243 -0.1255 -0.1033 -0.02176
-0.1157 -0.1243 -0.1254 -0.1029 -0.0205
-0.1068 -0.1210 -0.1231 -0.1007 -0.0186
3d0 -0.1107 -0.1053 -0.08063 -0.01727 0.1444
-0.1107 -0.1054 -0.0806 -0.0173 0.1445
-0.1019 -0.1025 -0.0806 -0.0209 0.1242
3d1 -0.1056 -0.08431 -0.02550 0.09664 0.3782
-0.1057 -0.0843 -0.0254 0.0971 0.3795
-0.0968 -0.0810 -0.0231 0.0993 0.3814
3d2 -0.1004 -0.06114 0.03879 0.2343 0.6681
-0.1004 -0.0610 0.0403 0.2401 0.6845
-0.0916 -0.0578 0.0424 0.2417 0.6843
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FIG. 1: The structures of radial grids {rk} obtained by the method described in Sec. IV D 2 are
shown for maximum values of n = 3, 4, 5 corresponding to grid sizes Nr = 6, 10, 15. The set
of radial components {χnl;β=1(r)} of field-free H atom eigenfunctions has been employed for the
calculation of the three grids. Only the radial grid with Nr = 6 has been applied for the GFBR
calculations reported in this work.
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FIG. 2: Convergence of the GFBR energies of the 1s, 2s and 2p states of the field-free H atom (γ
= 0, β = 1) with respect to the number of grid points representing each angular degree of freedom.
In all calculations, the number Nr corresponding to the radial lattice dimension is fixed at 6 and
identical GFBR grid sizes are employed for both angular coordinates: GFBRNφ = GFBRNθ. The
following numbers (marked on the abscissa) define the dimension of the angular quadrature lattice
in the direction of each angle: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30. The largest grid is described by Nr =6,
GFBRNφ = GFBRNθ = 30 and the eigenvalues of Hamiltonian construction H2 (GFBR, Def. 3.2)
computed with these quadrature parameters provide the reference energies of the 1s, 2s and 2p
states. For each specified lattice, the eigenvalues of H2 are then evaluated and the absolute values
of the deviations (in a. u.) of the resulting 1s, 2s and 2p energies from the reference values are
plotted.
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